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Abstract

In this paper we introduce a relational algebra extended with a calculate operator

and derive, for expressions in the corresponding language PCSJL, a

normalisation procedure. PCSJL plays a role in the implementation of the

Rule Language RL; the normalisation is to be used for query optimisation.
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1. Introduction

PSJ expressions are relational algebra expressions containing only project, select-and join,

operators. This restricted class of expressions is commonly used in relational databases.

PSJ expressions are studied in [YAN87] and [LAR85], where it is mentioned without

proof (which is not very difficult) that they can be transformed into a normal form where

first the join operators are applied, then ' selection ands finally projection Such
normalisation procedures play an important role in query optimisation: see [ULL82, Ch.

8], [YAN87]. Standard optimisation techniques can be -used. to further optimize PST,

normal form expressions: e.g. the 'selection before join' heuristic can be applied to push

selection .down to.the relational database tables ([ULL82]), .,
a 11 1- A

In this paper we'add the relational operator calculate to the above mentioned relational

operators, thus obtaining the lariguage`PCSJL' of PCSJ expressions. The question arises

whether `PCSJ expressions also" can'be-brought into a normal form, where the joins are

followed by selection, then calculate and finally projection. It is sfiown that such a normal

form exists (§4); moreover, the proof yields a construction that has been converted into an

implemented, algorithm This PCSJ normal form procedure already provides
optimisation, and the normal forms it yields can serve as the starting point for further-

optimisation (just as for PSJ normal forms).

Our interest for.. PCSJ expressions lies in its role in the. integration of relational databases

and constraint solving. This integration is one of the aims of the declarative Rule
Language RL. The potential for such an integration has been investigated in the context of

the Rules Technology project led by Peter =as at the Ilfil 4 fan Jose Research Center:

see e.g. [H.ANS87],[HANS88].. RL was defined by Peter vain Emde Boas'-in
[VEMD86a], where a relational, semantic -,;model is,'given,to interpret 1I (see also-,

[VEMD86b], [VEMD86c]). A considerable part of this language has been implemented.

by the first author of this paper: see [DEN88].

RL can be considered as an extension of SQL with .existent'i'al. quantification over
variables occurring in constraints but notnecessarily- in relations (as is required in SQL,

where all variables in the WHERE clause have toy°be {present in the FROM clause; see

[DATE87], [DATE88]). As a consequence, not all expressions it ,RL can be evaluated:

imagine what happens when the existential quantifier ranges over an infinite domain. To

be able to deal with these problems, the above-mentioned implementation of RL is

equipped with a constraint solver. This constraint solver transforms evaluable RL-
expressions into expressions of PCSJ-L, which corresponds to the fragment of RL

i

(§5).

not necessarily



without existential quantification.

Outline of the rest of this paper. In §2 we introduce the constraint language CL- which

serves as a parameter of the language PCSJL, defined in §3; §4 contains the
normalisation procedure, in §5 we _shortly mention. its implementation, finally in §6 we-.

present conclusions'and-a:perspectfue,,on._futuresesearch.,

Acknowledgements. The authors thank Peter van Emde Boas,, Karen Kwast and Edith

Spaan (all_University of Amsterdam) for useful criticism and remarks.

2. The constraint language CL

We begin with the definition of the c®nstnaint:IangaeagegCIL: it aparame"ter of

the language PCSJL defined in §3. CL is a many-sorted language containing variables

(denoted by the metavariables x,y, , also called attributes), constants also

called values), functions (the equality predicate), predicates, propositional

constant, true. Terms (s,t,.,..) and
assertions (A,131".... also called constraints or conditions.) are defined as usual.

If I -is any of the items defined here (or a ollection,of these), there var(I)s is the

collection, of variables occurring in 1

Furthermore, we assume some evaluation mechanism I . 1 for CL to be given, which

evaluates closed terms (terms variables) to constants and closed' assertions to truth

values:'

We give an example language; for CL -defined by the following sorts,
functions, and predicates:,

sorts: NUM (natural numbers), STR characters)

constants: 0,1,2. .'in all imitt strings in STIES

functions: *, +: NUM x NUM -4 NUM
II : STR x STR,-+ STR (concatenation)

length: STR;: NUM. (length of a string)
._digits:

-NUM - S R (converts a number to its string representation)

predicates '>, <, >_, '(binary prediates,- th oil 111 and on STM)"

2
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(f,g.... ), _

NUM;
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3. The language PCSJL

3. 1. Before we define the sorts of the language PCSJL, we introduce the following.
Solutions are constraints of the form x=t with xe var(t). A solution-set is a finite set
{x1=tl,...,xn=tn}, satisfying

II { xi,...,xn } it = n, i.e. the head variables are all distinct;

(xi,...,xn) n var({ti,... to})

A tuple is a solution set-of 'the form {: i c i,.:;=.,xn scn }:. ;or tuples, .®, we often w-1
attr(®) instead of var(®). Tuples are called similar if they have the same attributes. A

relation R is a pair -<X,R> of a finite collection of attributes X and a finite collection

of similar vtuplesj.satisfying

b'UE R' attr(O)=X.

If R is nonempty then X can be obtained from R; since most relations are nonempty,
we shall allow ourselves to be a bit sloppy and =identify.

R= nd 12 ; i.e. consider's -base

relation to be a collection of similar tuples.

3.2. Assume that an° instance of 'CL -is . , - e : some'language with sorts, variables,

constants, etc. We now present the definition of the language PCSJL = PCSJL(CL);°

the interpretation of the language is given together with its definition. (Methodologically,

it might be more correct to separate syntax and semantics,,, but we-think ,this. would,not-.

yield an easier understanding; moreover, it will always be clear what is syntax and what is

semantics.)

PCSJL is a four-sorted language with expressions (thus named to'distinguish them from

CL-terms) and equations. The sorts are

VAR (finite sets of CL-variables)

CON (constraints, i.e. CL-assertions)

SOL (solution sets)

REL (relations)

We let X,Y,Z range over VAR; A,B,C over CON; (D ,T over SOL '=R S 1 over REL

3.3. In. this section, we present the functions of PCSJL. They are-grouped according to,.

their range.

3.3. 1. Functions with range VAR.

Besides the usual set operations u, n and -, we have

3
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attr: REL -4 VAR

var: CON -* VAR

hvar: SOL -4 VAR

tvar: SOL -* VAR

the latter two defined by

hear({x1=t1,...,xn=tn)) = {xi,...,xn), the head variables, and

tear({=x i Ifl,. ,fin a }) _ Yar((t1,;.,,=tn } ), the tail variables o a -soluution set: :

3.3.2. Functions with range CON.

Besides n (conjunction), we have the merge of two solution sets,.yielding a constraint.

This is defined as follows:

®: SOL x SOL --) CON

(D EDT = (the conjunction of {.s=t I -ts. E , x t.E ; }

Solution sets (D = (x1=tl,...,xn=tn) can be nterpreted'as substitutions
[xi:=tl,...,xn =tn] which can,be applied o (collections of) items. So we¢have an :operation

apply: x

_(_).SOL x CON - CON
.

(A)--' (i6, considered as a- substitution, applied t6 "A

Furthermore we have the function p (restrict):

p: SOL x VAR -* CON

p((,X) = ( the conjunction of {x=t E 4 1 xE X} )

3.3.3. Functions with range SOL.

Here, too, we have the usual set operations

function 8 (delete):

S: SOL x VAR --* SOL

(x=t .E -0 I- xe, X;}

We overload the operation -apply:

_U: SOL x SOL. -* SOL

(D(T) = { x=(D(t) I x=t E 'F)

3.3.4. Functions with range REL.

sides,'
we introduce the

4
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Here we find the usual operations at (projection), a (selection) and (9 (join) on
relations, together with x (calculate). The definitions are

it:RELxVAR-*REL

-a: REL x CON --4 REL

x: REL x SOL =a REL

® REL x REL -* REL

n(R,X) = {p(®X) J BE R) provided X c attr(R)

E R I I©(A)I = true) provided var(A) g attr(R)

x(R,(D) _ {8 L ®E R} provided tvar((l)) c attr(R)u.-and, hvar( )nattr(R)=Q

R ® S = (®v0' I ® E R ®'E S, `dxE attr(6) n attr(6') (8(x)=8'(x)) }

One readily observes that the functions it, a and x° are partial, i.e. they are only defined'.

when certain conditions on the arguments are met, these conditions are referred to as the

definedness condition: They are quite reasonable: the definedness condition for
projection ensures that a relation is not projected on attributes that are not part of the

relation; the definedness condition for selectiori>takes care.that the constraint A can

indeed be evaluated to true or;false; the first part of the definedness condition for the:

calculate operator ensures that the tails of solutions in can be evaluated, the second part

rules out.the possibility that the head of a solution is also determined directly by an
attributeof the relation R.

The functions defined in §3 can be represented as in figure 1 below..

5
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Fig. 1

Functions not listed in the diagram:

p: SOL x VAR -4 CON

_(_): SOL x SOL -4 SOL

_(j: SOL x CON ---> CON
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4. Normal forms

In this section, we define normal forms and show that every
-'expression

of sort

equivalent to an expression in normal form.

4. 1. Def nition. A normal form is an expression of the form

n(x(a(R 1(& ... (&Rn,A),O),X),

where R 1,...,Rn are atomic expressions. NF -is the-eollectionYof,h(5 rma1 forms

4.2. Proposition. The normal form n(tc(a(R

1. var(A) C attr(R1®... (&Rn)

2. tvar((D) c attr(R 1 ... ®Rn)

3. X u hvar((D)

4. attr(R10 .. 0 Rn)= n hvar((b) O

"A)),X)"i

Proof. Follows directly from the definedriess conditions.

defined iff:

REL is

4.3. Proposition. Consequences of the definedness of n(x(a(RI(9 ...(&Rn, A),0),X)
are:

1. tvar((D) r hvar((D) = 0

2. var(A) r hvar((D) = 0

3. hvar((b) = (var(A) u var((b)) - attr(R10... ORn)

Proof. Follows directly from the definedness conditions and 4.2-

4.4. Theorem., Every .defined, expression in PCSJL of sort REL can be transformed

into an equivalent defined normal form.

Proof. Let NF be the collection of all expressions equivalent to a normal form (in other

words, NF is the closure of under equi'valence).- It suffices" to show the following
,. ,

statements:

(1) ail atomic expressions of sort REI, are in

(2) 1F is closed under it, a, ic and ®.

This is done as .follows.

(1) An atomic expression R can be rewritten in normal form by

R = n(x(a(R,true),f),attr(R)).

(2) This splits in four cases: (2.n), (2.a), (2.x) and (2.0). In the sequel, we use the
following abbreviations:

7
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R := R10 ...ORn, S := S1®...®Sn.

(2.n) This is easy: we have to show

n(n(x(a(R,A),(I),X),Y) E NF

and this follows from

n(n(x(a(R,A),(I),X),Y) = n(x(a(R,A),(I),Y),

for it follows from the definedness conditions, that Y.

(2.a) This case is slightly more complex. We must show

a(n(x(a(R,A),(D),X),B) E NF.

To obtain a defined normal form for this expression, we have to`use substitution.` The

critical point in the construction is that variables from hvar(() may be present in the
constraint B. If B were added straightaway to the solutiodpait of the new no -'form'

an undefined normal form would be constructed, 'I'hnerefo e,.,the.,variables hvar(.c) ate-,

substituted by the substitution in (D(B), resulting in a defined normal form:

a(n(x(a(R,A),(I),X),B) = n(x(a(R, A A (I(B)),(),X).

(2.x) Here we want

x(n(x(a(R,A),(D),X),'F) E NF.

We begin with assuming that the following condition holds:

(*) hvar(°F) n (attr(R) u by ))=

For this case we can show that under assumption of (*) `the next condition is true:

(**) hvar((I) n hvar(`F) = 0, (i.e. (Iu is a solution set)

For suppose xE hvar((?)nhvar(1F) en either xE X or x0 X. If xE X, the definedness

conditions are violated since x is both determined by a head of a solution in 'F and,.-the,

relation n(x(a(R,A),(I),X). On the other hand, if xv X then (*) does not hold, contrary

to our assumption. So it must be that the assumption ze°hvaf((D)r th a (T) was false' and

hence (**) holds.

A second reason for adopting (*) is to ensure that the variables projected away by the

projection on X, should be different from hvar(`F), the new variables introduced by T.

But this is already the case since we have assumed (*) to hold.

The resulting normal form is:

X = 0

T

8



n(x(6(R,A ), (I u (D(`Y)), X & hvar(`If))

If (*) does not hold, then in R, Axand (I -thevar able.s °in (attr(R) u hvar(O))-- X have to

be renamed in -order to make them different- froth: those in hvar( ) - X. After the
renaming (*) holds and the rest of the argument nuns analogously..

(2.0) This last case is the most complex. What we waiitis

7c(K(a(R,A) ),X) ®ic(K(a(S;B),`I'),Y) ES NF
;.; k

The condition to prevent an undesired clash of variables now reads :

(***) (attr(R) u hvar(()) n (attr(S) V hvar(`F)) - (X n Y) = O

We start with assuming that (***) holds. Then 0 UT_ is, in general, solution set.

The merge function (D in the construction below handles. this case. Also another case.

needs to be checked. Suppose there is a solution x=t E 4) with x e attr(S). If this
solution were put in the calculate part of the new normal form, then the resulting
expression would be undefined. The problem can be handled by recognizing that z=t°now

satisfies the definedness condition of the select operator, viz. var(x=t) c attr(R) u attr(S).

So the-restriction 'operator below inserts the solution x=t in-Ithe select`condition, of the riew..

normal form and- the delete operator deletes it from the calculate part. The` symmetric case

that there is-- a solution x=t °l? so` that x at r(R), is in the
resulting normal form, which is defined, now reads:

n(K(a(R,A),(I),X) ®n(K(6(S,B),'I`:),y)

Jc(K(a(R®S', A aB !h am An ` ( ,attr(S)) A p(S(°R;hvar( )) attr(R)) ),

S((D;attr(S)) °C 6(S( hvar( )),a O) ), "'

XUY)
.. ,

The above construction can be explained in the following way. The solution `sets (D and T

are transformed into the constraints F and'the solution sets S('F,hvai(0)) and (D.

(DEDT is put directly into the select condition; the of '-solution, sem'

S(T,hvar(()) Wand 0 needs to be pracesse further. O fboth -soiution'setsthe restriction p'

is applied to see whether snore solutions =can be turned into select conditions. The applied-

restrictions are compensated by the delete; operators in the calculate

It should be noted that in the above construction, the expression p(S(P,hv' ar())),attr(R))'

can be can be replaced by
the more simple expression p(T,attr(R)). however this could

lead to duplicate use of solutions from `I' in the condition of the resulting normal form and

we want to avoid this duplication.

If (***) does not hold then we are going to rename variables. The condition (***) is

9
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equivalent with the conjunction of the following two conditions:

(1) ((attr(R) u hvar(4))) - X) n (attr(S) u hvar(P))
=-0

(2) (' attr(R) u hyar(O)) n (attr(S) v var(°')),

we rename in R,°A and the variables in u ='XFirst to make

them different from the variables attr(S)
v.-hear( After renaming (1) holds In a similar

way the offending variables for condition (2) are renamed in S .B and °h? <<After these

renamings both (1) and (2) hold, so also _(***) holds. The rest of theargument runs

analogously.

This ends the proof of Theorem74.4.

A normalisation construction for PSJ expressions can be obtained from the above
normalization constructionr=for PCSJ expressions by taking bath,-"- "`and=°I°=O.`'Tt e

calculate rule isdropped from the normalization construction.

5. Implementation

The normalisation procedure of the previous section has been implemented by the first

author_ (in -PROLOG). The sample problems :listed below were run on this prototype.

Output was. adapted to-,the notation of this paper. .The listed problems are examples of useof the join rule., 4 ,

% conditions and constraints are combined directly.- ..

n(x(a(r(a,b),,(a->b) ), (x=a-b) ),_{ a,b;x }_)®tcv( c,(a(s(e;d), { c>d)) (.y=c7cd) ), { c,d,y })

n(x(a(r(a,b)®s(c,d),a>b A c>(f}

% a solution is used as a.condition in the new normal form:

n(.x(a(r(a,b), (a>b) ), { x=a-b }), { a,b,x } )®n (x(a(s(x,d), { x>d } ), { y=x-d } ), { x,d,y) )

- . n(x(a(r(a,b)®s(x,d),a>b n x>d n x a b), { y=x d } ), {,a,b,x,d,y } )

% a.variable needs to be renamed:

n (x(a(r(a;b) (a>b) ), { x=a-b) ), { a,b,x})(P n ( (a(s(x,d), { x>d } ), { y=x-d } ),,{ d,.y) )

, n.(x( (r(a,b)®s(u ,d),a>b n ut> ),(x=a-b,'°,u.fl d ), { b x,d,y})

% a variable occurs as a head in both solution -sets. , -

n(x(a(r(a,b), (a>b } ), (x=a-b.) ), { a,b,x))®,n (,x(a(s(c,d), { c>d } ), (x=c-d) ), { c,d,x } )

-
.
n(x(a(r(a,b)@s(c,d) ,a>b n c>d n a b=c-d), { x=a-b } ), (a,b,x,c,d ))

10
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6. Conclusions

In this paper we have defined PCSJL, a language with expressions built, upusing the

operations projection, selection , join and calculate. We have shown that a Normal Form

Theorem for this language ex sts,.by g wing cc tract on to anhsform-arbitrary relation

expressions into normal form. Finally we mentioned a prototype system to demonstrate

that the construction can practically be implemented.

There are several directions for further research in this area. First of all, the translation of

RL-expressions into PCSJL-expressions is to be worked out, making use of a constraint

solver: this is currently investigated by the authors. Another point is of a more theoretical

nature, viz. to develop a more rigorous treatment of the reasoning in PCSJL by means of

algebraic axiomatics: a challenging issue is formed by the renamings encountered in the

proof of Theorem 4.4.
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